A Visual Analogy Guide To Human Anatomy And Physiology
**Synopsis**

This comprehensive guide uses visual analogies and conceptual illustrations to assist students enrolled in any human anatomy and physiology course to learn the fundamental concepts and structures of human anatomy and physiology. Can be used with any textbook. Presented in a modular format with text on the left side and associated illustrations on the right-facing page. Included are large, high-quality, original illustrations, study tips, and thematic icons throughout. Loose-leaf, 3-hole drilled, two-color
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**Customer Reviews**

The first time I took Anatomy I got a D because I struggled visualizing what’s I was being taught. The following semester I retook Anatomy with the same professor and got an B+(5 points away from an A lol) thanks to this AMAZINZG book. I studied with throughout the semester with this guide and along with the lab manual the professor provided and understood the subject 10X more clearly than I did the first time. The left side has useful text filled with interesting information on the anatomy and physiology of the specific organ that makes it extremely easy to visualize and memorize and on the right side a picture of the organ where you can color in and fill in the blanks which test your knowledge and help you understand what’s is what. ALSO, the Guide is filled with rhymes and easy to remember mnemonics on difficult topics. I advice to use this before going into lab and to study before the lab practical and you will do very good!!! GOOD LUCK!
I am a pre-health major and I had to buy this book for an anatomy lab. The seller packaged the book really well and I got it new for a much cheaper price. So far, I love this book! It’s a different way to learn and makes studying a lot more fun!

My boyfriend bought this book and loves it for his A&P class, it was also highly recommended by his professor. Has great summaries, pictures, analogy’s and phrases to help remember names, example .. Can Lucy Give Some Blood .. to help remember the layers of the skin. This book will definitely help you study and learn A&P.

Very clear, helpful, lots of little poems and memory tricks to help simplify and cram a deeper understanding of the complex A&P material into a tired, overworked college student's brain! While it is not a replacement for your text book, it’s kind of like having a tutor at home. I wouldn’t be failing without it, but Anatomy and Physiology would also not be as easy. Right now I have a high A (100% average, no lie) in the class and a low A in lab with 3 weeks left in the semester.

I bought this for a college level A&P course. I has good practice sheets and a couple of the analogies have been helpful. However, it’s more of a general overview- I wish it got more specific. Also, it can be confusing because some of the terminology is different from my main A&P text and many times the known other names aren’t listed.

Great supplement for anyone in A&P I or II. This is a great reference for reinforcing the reading and lab activities. It helped me understand some of the more difficult to grasp concepts of A&P II. I highly recommend buying this for anyone attempting to enter the medical field. It really helps bring it all together.

It’s good once you locate exactly what u want to study but I found there were something’s very common to any anatomy course (circle of Willis for example) that weren’t even mentioned much less given study pages for....it is a good supplement to the course but kind of a pain searching out the physio from the anatomy as my course is anatomy one semester and physio next...some time wasted in searching through the book

Better than any A&P coloring book out there. Clear illustrations and helpful text. Received as a shrink-wrapped package of 3-hole punched pages. The pages are wider than 8.5" - buy a 2 inch
binder for 9"x11" sheets.
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